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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The thesis work intends to provide architecture for mobile local information search 

service using Wireless LAN and cellular integration. Search technology has been 
popular and driving business bodies with increasing e-commerce opportunities. The 
search technology has been recently brought to portable devices such as mobile phones 
and PDA devices by extending the research scope. Mobile search revenues are 
expected to surpass Internet search revenues in near future. Mobile local search on the 
other hand is getting much popular with growing number of mobile subscribers. 
Mobile phones have been chosen to provide mobile local search services because of its 
high possessivity and portable nature. In this thesis work, the author would like to 
propose a generalized architecture for mobile local information search in a new 
perspective by involving cellular service provider directly with a minimum co-
operation from consumers and retailers. When providing mobile local search services, 
cellular operator has to maintain a replica of databases of all the existing retailers. 
Updating the replica at cellular operator at regular intervals has been leading to 
synchronization problems that produce out-dated results to mobile users. The aspects 
that have driven the author towards proposing the architecture are solving database 
synchronization problems and thriving for effective search results. The existing 
architecture of web search, mobile search and mobile local search are analyzed to 
identify the domain specific challenges and research gaps. Proposed architecture is 
designed and evaluated by using an approach called Architecture Tradeoff Analysis 
Method (ATAM). The architecture is evaluated against its quality attributes and the 
results are presented.  

 
 

Keywords: Mobile Local Information Search, 
Integration Aspects, Mobile Local Search, Mobile 
Search Architecture, M-service Environment, Proximity 
Based Search, ATAM, Architecture Pattern.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

This chapter explains the problem definition, area, goal and the structure of the research 
thesis. Following chapters explain the existing mechanisms and technologies addressing the 
problem area, validation and improvements.  
 

1.1 PREFACE 
 
Web-search technology has been popular and earning good income for big businesses [1]. 
Bringing it to portable devices such as mobile, PDA has become an innovative way of 
extending research these days. Mobile search revenues are expected to surpass internet 
search revenues in near future [2]. In this thesis work, the author would like to present 
mobile local product and information search in a new perspective by involving the cellular 
service provider directly with a minimum co-operation from consumers and retailers (whose 
product information is obtained in the search results). Even though the ultimate aim is to 
display the local product and information search results on mobile screen, cellular centric 
operation which is being handled by cellular operator to produce search results is a new 
perspective from the author. This new perspective mainly focuses on the concept where 
cellular operator is a gate way to route search request issued by the user to the wireless LAN 
connected retailers’ databases to fetch results and will be sent back to the user. All that needs 
is a session to be initiated by the cellular operator with wireless LAN connected retailers’ 
databases. In order to reduce the complexity level of the approach, sending search requests 
and receiving results by the user can be done in any of the existing standard ways. It is 
assumed to be Short Messaging Service (SMS) for this purpose. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 
 

Internet search has been popular over fixed Internet users by providing traditional 
information search. This created competition among Internet search providers to offer new 
services, attract users, and increase advertising revenue [1]. As these networks are not 
suitable for nomadic users, the Internet search giants - Google, Yahoo, and Fast Search & 
Transfer - entered the wireless arena to promote mobile search [1]. It is evident that 
aforementioned giants have proved Internet as an efficient business channel with generated 
revenues [2]. According to projected measures in [2], it is anticipated that mobile search 
revenues will go beyond Internet search revenues because mobile is always on and highly 
available device, best suitable for nomadic users and couples purchase intent with search 
activity [2].   
 
Introduction of Global Positioning System (GPS) supported location technologies to exploit 
location-based business opportunities1 has increased sources to generate revenues with 
mobile search. Search services offered by location providers, which are in the proximity of 
the subscribed user are known as mobile local search services. In fact, mobile search services 
are different from mobile local search services. As of now, these mobile local search services 
are more specific to businesses (for example: finding restaurants, entertainment venues, 
vacant parking slot) and products (for example: finding details of a particular product and 
the business that stocks that product) with in the user proximity [3]. Generally, mobile search 
services use various algorithms to fetch relevant results for a search request using the 

                                                      
1http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/445838/mobile_local_search_location_
based_search.pdf 
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databases organized by the providers [1]. Same method applies for mobile local search 
services, but depends on location specific databases of businesses organized by the providers 
[1]. Some mobile providers are also maintaining their own gateway and directory services to 
provide local information [3]. 
In case of mobile local search services for products, there is an identified gap of 
synchronizing retailers’ inventory databases with the replica at provider’s location for latest 
product information. Otherwise, search may yield out-dated results.  This is the major 
problem which is not yet addressed for efficient local product search. In order to address this 
problem of synchronization, two possible solutions are identified: updating provider’s 
database at regular intervals to effect changes or giving retailers’ database access to the 
cellular network provider. The former case is not viable because of complexity with their 
never ending nature of database updations; infeasibility for small scale business sectors and 
new entrants (business, individuals as well as advertisers). The later case is more efficient 
because, no explicit synchronization is required as provider directly can access the retailers’ 
databases but this leads to a research question - how can a cellular network route search 
request to retailers’ databases to fetch results?  
 
In order to address the above mentioned gap (the research question) efficiently, existing 
convergence between cellular networks and Wireless LANs can be a feasible solution [4, 5, 
6] rather than introducing a new standard. According to [4] WLAN and cellular system are 
complementary to each other. Cellular network can initiate IP based session with Wireless 
LAN connected retailers’ databases. This convergence based solution will be viable also for 
the next generation networks as the whole wireless community is envisioned to converge on 
core IP based network [4, 7]. Improving performance of next generation networks (high data 
rates closure to 100Mbps) will make the cellular networks suitable to route search request 
and fetch results between these integrated networks [1].  
 

1.3 PROBLEM DOMAIN 
 

Present mobiles are capable of performing cellular centric Internet search services as well as 
proximity based search services. Mobile local search services are more specific to businesses 
and products with in the user proximity [3]. Providing mobile local product and information 
search results is the main concern of this thesis work. These search results are provided by 
the cellular operator to the end user. This ensures that the primary problem domain is of 
mobile local search services.  In order to address all the identified challenges for mobile local 
search services, existing cellular centric approach is infeasible from the end user perspective 
as described in the section 1.2. To overcome this infeasibility, integration (cellular-retailers’ 
WLAN) approach is chosen. Hence by using the existing mobile infrastructure, architecture 
for mobile local product and information search services that can satisfy all the identified 
challenges is required.  
 

1.4 PROBLEM  
 

Providing local product and information search results on mobile screen with operator 
centric approach is the problem under consideration for this thesis work. Generally, mobile 
search services use various algorithms to fetch relevant results for a search request using the 
databases organized by the providers [1]. Same method applies for mobile local search 
services, but depends on location specific databases of businesses organized by the providers 
[1]. Some mobile providers are also maintaining their own gateway and directory services to 
provide local information [3]. There is a problem of synchronizing retailers’ inventory 
databases with the replica at provider’s location in case of mobile local product search 
services. This synchronization is needed for the latest product information. If there is no such 
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synchronization, the search may yield out-dated results. This is the major problem which is 
not yet addressed for efficient local product search. 
 

1.5 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
The main aim of this research is to propose architecture for mobile local information search 
focusing on Wireless LAN and cellular network integration. The objectives that are to be 
fulfilled to achieve this aim are: 
 

• Identifying the requirements for mobile local information search services 

• Identifying suitable wireless technology that converge with cellular networks 

• Discussing about search data routing table maintained by cellular operator to make 
the search deterministic 

• Detailing session management (convergence) aspects between the cellular network 
and Wireless LAN 

• Proposing an architecture  for mobile local information search  

• Validating the proposed architecture addressing the identified requirements 
 

1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
The following are the research questions that need to be addressed during thesis. 

 

1) What are the basic requirements for mobile local information search services? 
2) How can mobile e-commerce opportunities be improved for cellular operators as 

well as business sectors with the proposed architecture? 
3) How can a cellular system route search request to information databases to fetch 

results? 
4) Does the proposed architecture satisfy all the identified requirements of mobile local 

search services? 
5) Does the proposed architecture theoretically and conceptually prove viable for its 

implementation? 

1.7 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

A qualitative research methodology (as of now) with action research will be used for 
conducting this research work. Action research is appropriate and has been chosen not to 
incline towards the results (as this is an educational research project) but analyze the real 
reasons behind the results [8]. This research also involves in improving an existing situation 
or changing the situation. Extensive literature survey and analytical thinking are involved in 
this research project.   
 
Qualitative research methodology is used in the beginning by collecting literature from 
validated sources through literature survey. Sufficient literature has been collected by the 
author to study the existing scenarios for search technologies such as web-search, mobile 
search and mobile local search. By applying analytical research, the literature collected is 
analysed in chapter 2. The analytical research leads to provide new perspective architecture 
by applying action research in chapter 3. Architecture evaluation in chapter 4 is also a type 
of analytical research in which a concept provided by action research is analysed. A 
quantitative research methodology will involve evaluating the architecture in further stages 
such as analysing the cost-effectiveness, search time/respond time.  
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1.8 MY CONTRIBUTION 
 

 A report detailing the following: 

 

1) An understanding and explanation of posed mobile local information search 
requirements and limitations with respect to the current existing architectures 
through literature survey 

2) An analytical study of suitable Wireless LAN that converges with cellular networks 
3) A description of Wireless LAN and cellular convergence to route search request and 

fetch the results 
4) A discussion on how to structure search data routing table in order to make search 

deterministic (to avoid flooding)  
5) Finally architecture for mobile local information search and its validation criteria 

addressing the identified requirements 
 

1.9 TYPE OF THESIS 
 
The thesis work is an academic research based project work as we apply several concepts 
inferred from literature survey to address mobile local product and information search 
services by integrating wireless LAN connected retailers’ databases with cellular service 
provider (gateway for routing search parameters). 

 

1.10 SCOPE OF THESIS  
 

The thesis work addresses some of the most important challenges pertaining to mobile local 
product and information search services integrating wireless LAN connected retailers’ 
databases with cellular service provider. However, the complexities that are being created by 
the proposed architecture and their possible solutions will be considered as a part of future 
work as it is not possible to address all of those in its domain in a short span of 20 weeks. 
 

1.11 STRUCTURE OF THESIS  
 

Author’s work is documented according to the following chapters. 
 
Chapter 2: State of Art   

This chapter discusses the scope of existing proximity based search concepts in mobile 
devices and their architectures. The level of suitability of those architectures considering the 
challenges imposed on local product and information search is also analyzed through 
literature survey. Based on the analytical results in the earlier sections, the identified gap and 
the scope of this thesis work are discussed.  
 
Chapter 3: Architecture  
A complete discussion on various requirements from the user, retailer as well as cellular 
operator’s perspective is provided and an architecture addressing these issues is proposed. 
The architecture requirements are also discussed in this chapter. The author uses suitable 
wireless technology identified under architecture requirements section in this chapter that is 
integrated with the cellular network for the architecture design. 
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Chapter 4: Architecture Evaluation   

The proposed architecture is evaluated from both business and academic perspectives. The 
chapter continues towards conceptual evaluation of the proposed architecture for satisfaction 
of various domain specific challenges. The viability of architecture is verified for those 
challenges applied where ever possible.  
 

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter concludes the thesis work. Conclusion is provided explaining the way research 
questions are answered and where in the objectives are achieved. Future work is planned in 
the direction of this problem. 
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2 STATE OF ART-INTERNET SEARCH, MOBILE 

SEARCH AND MOBILE LOCAL SEARCH  
 

The process of searching within a document collection for information most relevant to a 
user’s query is called as information retrieval [9]. Search within the world’s largest and 
linked document collection is said to be web information retrieval [9]. Web search has been 
popular by providing traditional information search results to the users and the competition 
among internet search providers to increase advertising revenues has been increased by 
providing new services to the users and attracting them through advertisements [1]. This 
internet search has moved to portable devices such as mobile phone, PDA etc. Nomadic 
users want the same search results on their mobile screens instead of fixed computers. This 
revolution has also moved the research scope to mobile local search that is being used to 
search information within user’s proximity.  In this chapter, the author summarizes the state 
of art by explaining the basic information relating to information search, Internet search, 
mobile search and mobile local search. The differentiation among the above mentioned terms 
is explained with illustrations for each type of search architecture. The author explains the 
importance and limitations of all the existing search architectures along with short 
description of their working. The analysis reveals the reason for proposing an architecture 
that thrives to achieve an efficient mobile local product and information search. The 
following sections briefly discuss all the above areas with their respective advantages and 
disadvantages along with their working. All the information used in the analysis is acquired 
through the literature survey choosing certain key words obtained on expanding several 
phrases of research questions and the process is as described in Kitchenham’s article [17]. 
  

2.1 INTERNET SEARCH 
 
Internet has become a large, global storehouse for information and it has been a problem to 
search for a document in Internet in earlier days [10]. A search service was needed to find 
information about what we are looking for. Internet came into usage in the early 70s as a U.S. 
Defence Department network called ARPAnet which is an experimental network created for 
military search that was initially used under war conditions for design and testing of network 
survival [10]. This grew constantly as a need for communication and sharing research and 
increased technical information [10]. Internet became a vast place that consists of millions of 
computers sending information to and fro in packets [10]. Searching within millions of 
documents from those computers (servers) has been a big problem in the early 90s. Search 
services have been undertaking the task to find appropriate and efficient search results 
through Internet search. The following sections explain examples of internet search services, 
advantages and limitations of Internet search and working of Internet search service 
architectures. 
 

2.1.1 INTERNET SEARCH SERVICES 
 
As Internet has become the largest source of information, searching the Internet has been 
undertaken by Internet search services called search engines. “A search engine is a 
searchable database which collects information on web pages from the Internet, and indexes 

the information and then stores the result in a huge database where it can be quickly 

searched”[11]. However, an interface to search the resultant database is provided by the 
search engine itself. Examples for search engines include Google, Alta Vista, Yahoo, Fast 
Track etc, and the search engines can also be referred as Internet search services. Search 
engines have been proved to be an effective tool for quickly and easily search information 
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online where a user formulates the search statement to filter the most relevant information out 
of the search engine database [11]. There are two types of web search engines namely, 
Individual search engines that use a spider to collect its information regarding websites for 
own searchable index and Meta search engines (example: metacrawler) that search multiple 
individual search engines simultaneously [10]. Individual search engines are of general search 
engines (for example: Google, Alta Vista, Yahoo etc.) and Subject specific search engines 
(for example: MetaPhys, ReligionExplorer etc.) [10]. All the existing Internet search engines 
have their own ways of displaying information on the search engine interface (search 
webpage). The author’s intention is to analyse how the information can be shown on the 
search web page and what type of users can use Internet search appropriately. A detailed 
working of Internet search engine is explained in the next section with illustrations found in 
the literature survey. 
 

2.1.2 BASIC INTERNET SEARCH ENGINE ARCHITECTURE 
 
A basic search engine consists of three parts namely a Spider or a Crawler, Index and search 
engine software. Crawler is also called as robot which deploys a robot program. Crawler is 
designed to track down web pages and it adds information to search engine’s database by 
following the links these web pages contain [11]. Index is a database that contains a copy of 
each and every web page collected by crawler/spider [11]. Search engine software is a 
technology that enables users to query the Index and also returns results in a systematic order 
[11].   
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: An architecture representing search engine’s working adopted from 

[13] 

 
 
Figure 2 shows a basic search engine architecture that explains how a search engine works. 
When a user searches for information in the search engine’s database index, it queries search 
engine’s server directly. The search engine’s server then launches a crawler or a spider that 
can connect to the internet and collect the web pages. The crawler traverses the web by 
recursively following links from a seed [12]. This process finds new pages or updated web 
pages. These pages that consist of all the search keywords or some search keywords are 
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returned to the search engine’s server. The search engine’s server then produces a result set 
in the search engine’s database index. The user receives the result set from search engine’s 
database index [11]. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Basic Internet Search Engine Architecture adopted from [11] 
 
Figure 1 shows working of basic search engine architecture. In the figure, the user’s (web 
browser) current query is matched to past queries. If the query issued by the user is related to 
previous searches made by the user, the corresponding results are fetched from result cache 
by using the previous queries (that are returned by the index of past queries) as keys [13]. 
Here index of past queries is a database that identifies repeated searches. A new result set is 
also formed by new search by submitting the query to search engine [13]. This new result set 
is also stored into result cache to solve the next search queries easily. The merge algorithm 
merges old and new result sets, where each old result set is given by a memorability score. 
“This score was developed through analysis of what people remember about search result 

lists, and is computed using past user interactions with the results (e.g., whether or not the 

associated Web page was visited), static information about the result (e.g., its rank in the 

result list), and the result’s associated to query (e.g., the query’s relevance to the current 

query and its recency)” [13]. The merged result set will then be formed as the original result 
set and is given to the web browser (user). This result set will also add to result cache to 
identify the next searches by the user [13]. 
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2.1.3 META SEARCH SERVICES: BRIEF OVERVIEW 
 

There are Meta search engines that are capable of searching information in underlying 
multiple search engines. Meta search engines receive queries provided by users and makes 
decision on behalf of users according to the underlying search engines [16]. They modify the 
query according to user’s search perspective and score the results [16]. A simple architecture 
of a standard Meta search engine is provided below for better understanding.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: The architecture of a standard Meta search engine adopted from [16] 
 
For instance, some users with specific needs such as research papers, documents from 
organizations may not be able to express their search perspective. Meta search engines 
receive those queries and modify them according to the user need. Then the decision making 
occurs in Meta search engine and sends the query to particular sub-search engine [16]. In this 
way, Meta search engines avoid accessing larger databases and retrieves guaranteed results 
by searching a part of huge databases [16]. Even though the concept of Meta search engine is 
not directly used with in this research thesis, it still serves as a major source of motivation 
for author’s idea.  

 

2.1.4 CAPABILITIES & LIMITATIONS OF INTERNET SEARCH 
SERVICES 

 
The capabilities of Internet search services are briefly as follows: 
 

1) Web search provides information search results to the fixed internet users. 
2) There are also “meta search” services (example: Dogpile, Inference FIND, Internet 

Sleuth, Metacrawler etc.) that provide a central access to multiple Internet search 
services (example: AltaVista, Google, LookSmart, NetFind (AOL), etc.) [10]. 

3) Web search engine databases are updated at regular intervals and at a variable rate.  
Search engines are huge databases that contain large amount of material when 
compared to web directories [11]. They cover most of the information that is 
required by users. 

4) Web search engines help to find keywords, phrases, quotes, and information that is 
available with in the full-text of web pages. This is done by indexing WWW 
documents word by word [11]. 

5) Web search engines receive keywords from the users and searches in their databases. 
They also allow users to use advanced search techniques such as phrase searching, 
combination of Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) [11]. 
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The limitations of fixed Internet search services are briefly explained as follows: 
 

1) There are already more than 800 million documents available on the Internet [14] 
with a growth at least double each year [15]. In case of local product or search 
information, finding accurate results is not guaranteed among such large number of 
documents. 

2) Information may be available only to the fixed Internet users and the nomadic users 
may not fetch advantages from the fixed Internet search services [2].   

3) As the search engine databases require updations at regular intervals and at a 
variable rate, a tedious process of updations takes time and man power. In case of 
delayed updations and lack of man power, the search results may yield out-dated 
information. 

 
 

2.2 MOBILE SEARCH  
 
Major web search service providers are promoting mobile services considering nomadic 
users and providing traditional information search results as well as local information(for 
example: nearby businesses and attractions) search results [1]. Mobile search services are 
also expected to yield larger revenues in near future because service providers would either 
license their technology to other companies or they directly provide services to customers 
[1]. One of the important revenue for mobile search service providers could be selling 
advertisements that run with query results [1]. There are some driving forces that move the 
fight from fixed internet search services towards wireless battlefield such as growing number 
of cellular customers, long time users who are willing to try new services, technology 
advances, more new mobile phones in the market that can access the Internet and people (or 
organizations) who are interested in mobile e-commerce etc [1]. Mobile search services are 
becoming an easy way of providing services when users are not at PC and lifting the 
organizations economy. This statement may also be reversible by saying that increased e-
commerce opportunities could also drive mobile search [1]. The following sub-sections in 
this section are used to describing suitability of mobile search services for nomadic users, 
bringing internet search to mobile phones, increasing revenues with mobile search, 
explaining an architecture for basic mobile search and finally concludes by clarifying why 
mobiles are used for proximity based search.  
 

2.2.1 SUITABLITIY TO NOMADIC USERS 
 
With the latest advances in mobile computing and communication technologies, mobile has 
become a comfortable device that is capable of supporting web services and bring those 
services to the mobile screen. Internet services could be offered only to customers with fixed 
desktop computers or laptop computers in the recent past. There is no doubt Internet offers 
unlimited opportunities to provide more integrated services with the advent of web 
technologies and service-centric computing [18]. There is rapid growth in number of 
organizations moving their business online to achieve competitive advantages by reducing 
cost, increasing customer satisfaction, enhancing business collaboration and extending 
service offerings. These organizations use web services where application-to-application 
communication is needed [18]. Search services via web services can be provided by Internet 
where the fixed computers and fixed workers are located. But the workforce in the 21st 
century is becoming increasingly mobile. Mobile workers are the population that spend more 
than 20 percent of their time away from their desks (for example: attending meeting, 
travelling, or performing field works) [18].   
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A recent IDC study predicts that the number of mobile workers in the US will rise from 92 
million (in 2001) to 105 million (in 2006) and more than two-thirds of employees in the US 
are expected to be mobile workers by 2007 [19]. Various studies indicate that the 
productivity of mobile workers may be improved by 30 percent by deploying proper mobile 
technologies [20]. By observing the above statistics, we can say that the nomadic users or 
mobile workers’ count is increasing rapidly. The revolution has started in the recent past to 
move the technology from Internet search serving using web services to wireless application 
using web services [18]. Improved technologies make the networks well-suited for data-
intensive activities such as mobile search [1]. Mobile search services could also be effective 
in some countries with populations that do not have easy internet access, home telephone 
services, and no budget to purchase a personal computer.  
 

2.2.2 BATTLE FROM INTERNET SEARCH TO MOBILE 
 
Internet search has been brought to mobile due to its portability, high possession, and 
capability of handling wireless applications using web services. The concept of ‘mobile web’ 
was introduced by the largest mobile phone operator in the USA, Verizon Wireless on July 
17, 2000 to provide wireless web services [18]. These wireless web services include local 
information, search engine functions, shopping, organizer functions and e-mail service [18]. 
Internet search has been brought to mobile by using the concept of m-service that extends the 
concept of web services to the wireless environment [18]. M-service is an application 
component that is transportable through wireless networks, flexible with other m-services, 
adaptable according to wireless devices’ characteristics, and able to interact with a mobile 
client software component that consumes web services [21]. Some examples for m-services 
could be location-based advertising and tourist services, mobile banking, and mobile search 
services. Even though m-services face more technical, legal and organizational challenges 
than web services, the research in mobile search is moving towards better results by solving 
the existing problems. The following sections explain technical infrastructure of m-services 
detailing how an m-service (in this case mobile search) could be accessible by a mobile user. 
 

2.2.3 M-SERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The research is being continued towards emerging technologies and protocol enhancements 
to extend online services to mobile users. Protocols such as WAP enable organizations to 
design miniature websites compatible for mobile phones. WAE (Wireless Application 
Environment) facilitates interaction among those protocols, web applications, and wireless 
devices. Recent wireless devices such as mobile phones, PDAs are well equipped with micro 
browsers that are capable of rendering web pages encoded in wireless mark-up languages 
(for example WML and cHTML) [18]. M-services use WAE and provide web services to 
WAP enabled mobile users. Figure 4 shows pictorial view of wireless environment of m-
services including m-service infrastructure. 
 
In wireless environment for m-services, there are client side and server side same as web 
services. Figure 4 shows mobile clients on the client side. These mobile clients are divided in 
the way they can consume web services as mobile web clients and mobile local clients. 
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Figure 4: A wireless environment for m-services adopted from [18]. 
 
Mobile web clients are PDAs or web-enabled mobile phones that use miniature web 
browsers to access mobile web applications via wireless internet connection [22]. Mobile 
web applications can consume web services on server-side by hosting them on application 
servers. These mobile web applications have the capability to invoke web services, retrieve 
responses from web services and gives the results as web pages to mobile web client (such as 
mobile phones) [18]. Mobile local clients in figure 4 on the other hand are similar to client-
server applications where mobile local client applications can connect to server components 
via WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) [18]. These mobile local clients need to have 
J2ME or .Net framework installed in order to run m-service clients to consume web services 
deployed on the server side [18]. On server side, there are web server and mobile application 
servers. The web services are deployed on application servers. These web servers can 
interact with the other web services across the Internet as well as server-side components 
(for example EJB (Enterprise Java Bean) or COM (Component Object Model) components) 
[18]. The mobile application server component provides functions such as content adaption 
(optimise web content into appropriate mark-up languages before delivering them to mobile 
phones) and notification (notifying by SMS (Short Messaging Service) or email to help in 
making timely and informed decisions) [18]. In section 2.2.4 a proposed general architecture 
for an m-service portal is being discussed along with its handling in providing m-services.  
 

2.2.4 AN M-SERVICE PORTAL ARCHITECTURE 
 
A common general architecture for an m-service portal has been proposed in [18] that 
integrate m-services to provide adaptive and personalized services and to accommodate the 
constraints of mobile devices. This architecture can potentially support m-services discussed 
in the previous section 2.2.3.  
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Figure 5: A general m-service portal architecture proposed by [18]. 
 
Figure 5 shows a general m-service portal as well as its interaction with wireless 
environment for m-services. An m-service portal consists of three major components namely 
List Manager, Profiler and Agency. List Manager maintains a personalized list of pre-
configured m-services (for example frequently used hyperlinks to other m-services) [18]. 
This list can be updated at regular intervals on the basis of mobile users’ access patterns by 
assigning most recently visited sites on the top. This is useful to mobile users avoiding 
unnecessary data entry and searches [18]. Mobile user can also connect to other m-service 
portals such as Google WAP web search, MSN by using the List Manager [18]. Profiler 
stores personal information and preferences (for example scores of sport games, weather 
information, message delivery preference for consumer oriented m-services, and properties 
of mobile devices) [23].  
 
Profiler uses web services built upon external web service building blocks to be easily shared 
by the other m-services out side the existing m-service portal. Agency is responsible for 
reducing unnecessary interaction between m-services and the mobile user. Based on the 
information recorded in Profiler, Agency can search for relative information and services on 
behalf of users. If no m-service is found in the List Manager, Agency can automatically 
search in web/m-service registries on behalf of mobile user to fetch the appropriate services 
[18]. 
 
Building blocks are basic web services required by m-service applications. M-service 
registries contain list of services published by m-service providers [18]. In this way an m-
service portal can communicate with wireless environment of m-service providers to fetch 
the results on to the mobile screen. It is understood by the above two sections that there must 
be a kind of gateway to communicate with the web services that are connected to Internet. 
  

2.3 MOBILE LOCAL SEARCH 
 

Mobile local search is a technology that helps users to search information according to 
geographical information on mobile devices such as mobile phones, PDAs [25]. When a user 
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attempts to access information by providing his location information, search results from the 
nearest locations or exact location is of much importance [25]. As the author discussed in 
section 2.2.1, mobile workers are growing in large number in the recent past and expected to 
cross its boundaries in near future when compared to fixed internet users. The type of 
information that mobile local search results may include location based information of 
products, businesses, services, events and other local information that is needed by users 
spontaneously and immediately. Mobile workers always need information about their 
location, business, products and events. A larger group of mobile users is expected to use 
mobile local search services frequently in the future. This gives an idea that mobile local 
search services are expected to prevail in the market with a larger income to cellular 
providers as well as business parties. 
 

2.3.1 MOBILES IN PROXIMITY BASED SEARCH 
 
In recent days, mobile devices are playing an important role in proximity based search 
services. It is now possible to search for real world information such as telephone directories, 
tourist maps, tourist guides, and shopping guides on mobile devices. As mobile device is 
possessed by every nomadic person, location based or proximity based search services are 
getting popular recently. Proximity based search is a service provided by cellular provider 
where the appropriate results with in the proximity of the user are retrieved on to the mobile 
screen. This type of search services can also be called as location-based search services. 
Cellular providers use a different algorithm than main search engine called location-based 
algorithm [24]. When a user provides the information about his location such as address, 
place, postal code in his query or the information about the user’s location is being collected 
by GPS or similar system, the crawler or spider filters listings of results according to 
proximity to that particular location and provides relevant results [24].  These days, there are 
many search engines on the internet that provide search results on the mobile screen. Most of 
them are keyword based search engines. There may be many cases where neighbouring 
geographical regions have different keywords other than the specific keywords. In another 
case, there are some other places with the same keyword. When we use keyword for a 
specific location, the keyword-based search may overlook useful information about locations 
that are adjacent to specified locations [25]. So, keyword-based search technologies may not 
be sufficient for present mobile users. This is the reason proximity based search services are 
launched into the market by cellular providers. Mobile phones are possessed by every 
individual in this fast growing century and they are easy to carry as the size is getting smaller 
and smaller. Mobiles phones being individual also provide privacy to the users and facilitate 
searching for any products or businesses according to the owner’s wish. Mobile phones and 
PDAs are chosen through which proximity search services are provided to mobile users by 
the above reasons.  
 

2.3.2 SEARCH RESULTS IN PROXIMITY 
 
In this section, the author provided information about how search results in user’s proximity 
may look like. Local search services provide the results that are related to local businesses, 
products, events, services, and other local information. For example, a tourist may be 
looking for a restaurant, medical shop or movie theatre. It is not appropriate to call 
somebody he knows and ask the information about restaurants and movie theatres wasting 
the other people’s time. Sometimes, he may not at all know somebody who can help him. 
Mobile local search results regarding business can provide this type of results that are 
required immediately by mobile users according to the geographical information. This is 
more or less like providing yellow pages by cellular providers by finding user’s location. 
There are more advanced search tools that may vary the radius depending on the type of 
business and availability of specific business around the local area. For example a coffee 
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shop may be found with in a walking distance but a furniture store may not be seen in a 
walking distance2. 
  
Search for products is more specific than businesses. A mobile user want to buy a CD or a 
book for instance, local search results can be nearest stores that stocks the specific products. 
Nearest stores can also come under businesses, but they are specific businesses (businesses 
for CDs or Books)2. In this way, mobile local search results may be businesses or products 
with in the proximity of the user.   
 

2.3.3 DEMAND FOR PROXIMITY BASED SEARCH 
 
As the ratio of mobile users is increasing over fixed internet users through out the world, the 
demand for proximity based search has been growing with the time undoubtedly. Proximity 
based search can provide the information nearest to mobile user and guide him to buy a 
correct product quickly and also gives benefits to the business bodies. Proximity based 
search has the ability to attract mobile users, if the services provided by the business parties 
or cellular providers are reliable. As we know that mobile is most suitable device for 
nomadic users to run their businesses, mobile users in recent days are also tending to use 
their mobile phones for activities like shopping, advertising, business events. The percentage 
of this kind of mobile users is obviously increasing with time. Hence, the demand for 
proximity based search is expected to reach its heights with in shortest duration.  
 

2.3.4 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF PROXIMITY 
BASED SEARCH 
 

As we discussed in the above sections, there are certainly many advantages with proximity 
based mobile search or mobile local search. Some of the important advantages are explained 
below. 
 

1) Retailers and business bodies are trying to drive their e-commerce with mobile local 
search by providing services to their users even when they are not at their computers. 
For instance they provide online businesses and products [1].  

2) The increased e-commerce opportunities by retailers have been proved by these 
services. So, other retailers as well as mobile users are being attracted to mobile 
local search [1]. 

3) In countries where there is less chance of internet connections, mobile local search 
would be a better option as mobile phones are being possessed by every individual.  

4) By bringing local search on to mobile screen, mobile is being used more or less like 
a computer by common individual in recent days.  

5) Mobiles are also providing geographical information to the tourists (mobile users) 
who are unaware of new places.  
 

There are also certain limitations with the current mobile local search services. Even though 
mobile local search is useful in many ways, it could not be extended properly to businesses 
and products. It is not always possible to manage mobile local search services by small 
business bodies, because they may not afford the equipment such as mobile web servers, 
mobile web applications and their databases as giant business bodies do. The difficult task of 
replicating large number of business databases at cellular provider may become tedious at 
times. There may be many organizations that provide mobile local search by using cellular 
operator. Each of their databases has to be replicated according to the changes at retailers’ 

                                                      
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_local_search 
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databases (for example changes in prices of products, adding new products and removing old 
products). Due to large number of such databases cellular operator and retailers are facing lot 
of problems for updated information [1].  
 

2.3.5 ARCHITECTURE OF MOBILE LOCAL SEARCH 
 
Cellular service providers have their own architecture to implement mobile local search and 
they are not interested to reveal their mobile local search architecture as it involves 
confidential information. Anyway, kokono reveals some information regarding web local 
search which can also be applied to mobile local search concept. Kokono search is a location 
based search engine that considers latitude-longitude pairs to locate the user’s position and 
retrieve the related local information [25]. The complete architecture of kokono search has 
not been revealed, but some critical information is provided in [25].  
 
Kokono search engine consists of three modules namely a robot, a parser and a retrieval 
module. The robot gathers web documents from the Internet and prioritizes the URLs that 
were collected by the robot (the priority is high when URL has matched exactly with user’s 
geographical information) [25]. The parser extracts location information from web 
documents that have high priority and converts them into latitude-longitude pairs (polygons) 
[25]. The retrieval module converts user’s position into latitude-longitude pair and created a 
search circle whose centre is user’s polygon [25]. Retrieval module then picks up the 
documents that contain location information with in this circle by judging overlaps of this 
circle and polygons.  The search engine then returns URLs of documents that are picked up 
by retrieval module as result of search [25].  The same process can also occur in mobile local 
search when m-service portal (discussed in section 2.2.4) for this architecture is created and 
interacted with wireless environment for m-services discussed in section 2.2.3.  
 

2.3.6 WHAT IS NOT SATISFIED? 
 
We have gone through the three types of architectures web search, mobile search and mobile 
local search in the previous sections. Certain limitations have been found in all the three 
architectures. In mobile local search that is being provided to mobile users, information that 
is maintained by the cellular operator or service provider can only be retrieved by the user. 
This is due to not updating the cellular operator’s database according to the updations in 
retailers’ databases. Replicating the cellular operator’s database with retailers’ databases is 
becoming tedious. Data obtained by mobile user without replication may contain outdated 
information particularly in the case of local product search. This situation seems unsatisfied 
to business bodies (retailers) as well as mobile users.  
 

2.3.7 NEED OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
 
An architecture that satisfies the above problem is needed to provide updated information to 
the mobile users and to increase the e-commerce of business bodies. The author analysed the 
situation clearly to provide a general architecture for mobile local search for product and 
information. Not only giant business bodies but also small business bodies should be able to 
provide their product information or advertising information to consumers (mobile users) by 
maintaining their own databases at a considerable expense. Updating cellular operator’s 
database with millions of retailers’ databases could be tedious, time consuming process and 
expensive too. There is a need to reduce manpower with service provider or cellular operator 
to update the information by requesting the replica from every retailer.  By connecting to the 
internet every time a mobile user requests for information is also leading to bandwidth 
problems. These reasons drive the author to propose a general architecture to solve the 
existing problems. 
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2.4 SUMMARY 
  
In this chapter we discussed relative study regarding the origin of mobile local search and 
technologies that can be parts of the suitable architecture for mobile local information 
search. By analysing the architectures for web search, mobile search and mobile local search, 
the author could able to use the information (technologies) partially to propose a general 
architecture. The advantages and disadvantages of Internet search, mobile search and mobile 
local search are analysed from the study. Increasing number of mobile workers according to 
the statistics provided leaded to mobile search services replacing Internet search services. 
Need of geographical information and local product information has driven to mobile local 
information search services. There are limited number of architectures for mobile search and 
mobile local search, some of them have not been revealed by organization for privacy 
reasons. Cellular operators are tending to provide mobile local information or product 
information search. Replicating their database with the retailers’ databases is becoming 
tedious and expensive process. The search results yield out-dated information, if updations 
are not made in regular intervals. Mobile web servers, m-service portals may be expensive 
and giant business organizations can only maintain such expensive equipment. Small 
organizations are not able to advertise or sell their products due to the expensive nature of 
equipment. There is a need of proposing a general architecture to satisfy the needs of mobile 
users with updated information and to increase the revenues of business organizations and 
retailers. A systematic review has been done by the author to analyse the current available 
study as described in Kitchenham [17]. In the next chapter the author explains the 
architecture for mobile local information search by using cellular and WLAN integration. 
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3 ARCHITECTURE 
 
In the previous chapters the author discussed several aspects of search technologies such as 
Internet search, mobile search and mobile local search. The author also discussed about how 
the battle has moved from fixed Internet search to mobile search to facilitate nomadic users. 
There are limited number of architectures for mobile search and mobile local search, but 
none of them could able to provide updated search results  due to the problem of 
synchronization of retailers’ databases with cellular operator’s database. The users have to 
rely on the information that cellular operator provided even though the results are outdated. 
Hence those architectures would not be suitable from nomadic user’s perspective that needs 
updated results. The author also considered usage of bandwidth to connect to the Internet, 
small organizations that can not afford to mobile web servers and m-service portals along 
with the synchronization problems. Thus architecture in which cellular operator retrieving 
the necessary information dynamically from wireless connected retailers’ databases can be a 
better solution. Further the architecture that supports mobile local information search with 
Wireless LAN and Cellular Integration has specific requirements as discussed in section 3.1 
that are needed to be addressed efficiently. In this chapter the author discusses architecture 
requirements, architecture and its components.   
 

3.1 ARCHITECTURE REQUIREMENTS 
 

There are certain architecture requirements in business perspective as well as academic 
perspective for the architecture that is going to be proposed. In this case, business 
perspective includes cellular operators, retailers and users. The architecture requirements 
along with the classification are explained in the following sub-sections. 
 

3.1.1 REQUIREMENTS IN BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE 
 

• Effective and Exact Result Set: This business perspective requirement is based on 
user. A mobile user should get effective and exact search result set to facilitate him 
to make a decision. For example, a search result set of five results on the mobile 
screen that are exactly related to user’s search request may help user to make an easy 
decision. A user searching for nearest retailer shop should get five nearest retailer 
shops according to the distances from user. Nearest retailer shop results should be 
prioritized according to the distance.  

• Cost Effective Service: This requirement comes under business perspective which 
is based on operator as well as user. The service can be provided by an operator in a 
beneficial and cost effective way such that the charges incurred by operator should 
be as less as possible than the profits. The user, on the other hand, should receive the 
service with an affordable price. For example, there is no point in searching for a 2$ 
ball point pen at a cost of 1$ in mobile local product search which results in paying 
150% of the actual price.  

• Service Oriented: This requirement mainly concentrates on service provider’s 
perspective. The service may be provided to the mobile users on a subscription based 
method. Users who wanted this service should subscribe to it via cellular operator. 
The cellular operator provides the service to mobile users by charging a minimum 
price. Instead, operator may also provide the service for free for limited days to take 
a trial by the users and charge there onwards. It would be an efficient way of 
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providing the service as it may also attract other services provided by the operator by 
proving trustworthy. 

• Operator Centric: A business perspective requirement is to have the service 
operator centric which is useful for operator as well as retailer. Operator will have 
full control on the service provided. For example, operator may fetch the results and 
change the search algorithm according to the users’ requirements and retailers’ 
database structures. Retailer can relax and leave the task of advertising on the 
operator, and can concentrate on his business, as the operator is performing 
everything on behalf of him.  

 

3.1.2 REQUIREMENTS IN ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE 
 

• Search Time (Respond Time): Search time to fetch the results and bring it to the 
user should be minimal. This in turn helps providing the user efficient and exact 
result set with in short duration.  

• Search Algorithm: This is an academic perspective requirement where an efficient 
search algorithm has to be used to reduce respond time by operator’s server (MSC).  

• Search Data Structures: Search algorithm uses search data structures. So, search 
data structures should also be used appropriately where needed that result in a faster 
search algorithm and respond time is minimal.  

• Robustness: The architecture should be robust which means it should be able to 
sustain all types of changes in the system such as increase in retailers’ databases, 
increase in number of users requesting the service at time. It should be ready for any 
changes with in the external environment.  

• Ease of Attachment: The architecture has to be independent and can able to be 
attached to any MSC at any time. This means that the service is attachable to and 
detachable from MSC when needed.  

• Accountability: The resources used by the architecture must be countable and 
manageable. Unless we the resources that are being used by the architecture, it is 
impossible to allocate other tasks to the resources. So, service provider or operator 
must be able to control the architecture in using the resource and should able to 
manage the resources as well.  

 

3.2 ARCHITECTURE FOR MOBILE LOCAL 

INFORMATION SEARCH 
 
The author suggests architecture for mobile local information search on the basis of Wireless 
LAN and cellular integration. Synchronization of cellular operator’s database at MSC with 
retailers’ wireless databases has been main concern to propose the architecture shown in 
figure 6. Study of different search service architectures such as Internet search service, 
mobile search service and mobile local search service are motivations to propose the 
architecture along with the synchronization problems. The author used existing cellular 
service architecture along with new components according to the requirements provided in 
section 3.1. Except the new components that are provided by the author, all the other 
components behave normally as they behave in mobile data transmission. More detailed 
explanation is followed along with the architecture below.   
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- Base station 
 
 
 
- Mobile device 
 
 
- Retailer’s wireless database (Hot  spot) 

 

Figure 6: Architecture for Mobile Local Information Search: Wireless LAN and 

Cellular Integration 
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The HLR and VLR in general are used for subscriber’s mobility and user profile data base 
management [26]. HLR is having an important role to play while delivering mobile local 
information search services as it keeps track of user location addressing the roaming 
facilities and timely handoffs among various technologies (cellular and wireless LAN). MSC 
and BSC have almost the same role to play as in general cellular network systems. The next 
section discusses about the important components of the architecture shown in figure 6 
which are MSC-SEC Integrator/Crawler and SEC. The architecture shown in figure 6 is 
clearly explained in the later sections once the author gives a detailed picture of MSC-SEC 
Integrator/Crawler and SEC components.  

3.3 MSC-SEC INTEGRATOR/CRAWLER 
 
MSC-SEC Integrator or crawler is a middleware technology that drives SEC component in 
the architecture shown in figure 6. As we analyzed in section 2.1.2 that a crawler traverses 
the web by recursively following links from a seed and finds new pages or updated web 
pages to submit to search engine server in Internet search scenario. As crawler in Internet 
search is also a middleware technology that helps a search engine to find the result set, it is 
possible to change its behavior. In the above mentioned architecture the author named it 
MSC-SEC Integrator and the behavior is completely changed. MSE-SEC Integrator is an 
application that is attached to MSC which gathers wireless connected retailers’ databases 
information and submits to SEC components. MSC-SEC can also able route the service to 
HLR via MSC, as there is a need to retrieve mobile user’s information to define his 
geographical position and to check whether mobile user have sufficient funds to use the 
service. The components of SEC are explained in the following section.  

3.4 SEARCH ENGINE COMPONENT 
 
SEC and MSC-SEC Integrator play the most important roles in the architecture shown in 
figure 6. MSC-SEC Integrator can interact with SEC to submit and retrieve the information 
of hot spots (wireless connected retailers’ databases). MSC-SEC Integrator is also capable of 
choosing which component in SEC should work at what time. The components of SEC are 
shown in figure 7 below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Components of SEC connected to MSC-SEC Integrator 
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The figure 7 shows components of SEC. One of those components is Meta Database in 
which a number of databases are placed. Each database consists of database addresses of hot 
spots (retailers’ databases) and the associated keyword set. Database address could be name 
of the database or IP address of the database. Introduction of a Meta Database in the 
architecture has been motivated by Meta search engine architecture. The clear picture of 
Meta Database is shown in figure 8 below. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Allocating Databases with in Meta Database of SEC 
 
Figure 8 shows the allocation of databases for each BS (base station). There are number of 
such databases equivalent to that of number of base stations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Allocating List Manager in SEC 
 
In figure 7, List Manager maintains the list of hot spots that are recently visited by the 
subscribers. Each base station consists of its own List Manager. This List Manager is a 
dynamic scheduler that consists of recently used keywords by subscribers, the associated 
recent hot spots and the result sets. Maintaining 20- 40 such result sets is recommended as 
the users under particular base station frequently search for those keywords and retrieving 
the result set for them will be easier. Figure 9 shows how List Manager looks like. MSC-
SEC Integrator routes to respective List Manager.  When a key word used by subscriber is 
found in that particular List Manager, the respective hot spot names and its results will be 
retrieved by MSC-SEC Integrator from that List Manager. 
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Hotspot Updater is a component of SEC as shown in figure 7, which retrieves the recently 
added Hotspot under one MSC and sends to respective database in Meta Database 
component. This means that the newly found hotspot details are sent to the database which is 
specially allocated to that particular base station. If a particular keyword used by a subscriber 
under a base station that is not available in List Manager, the keyword will be searched in the 
database allocated for that base station in Meta Database. The keywords in Meta Database 
are compound keywords. For example, hardware is a keyword in Meta Database which 
implies that it has keyword set of several hardware components such as RAM, mouse, 
keyboard, headphones. If the keyword is found in BS database under Meta Database, MSC-
SEC Integrator starts a session between that hotspot and MSC to retrieve the new result set. 
As the result set is new, it is added to the List Manager of that base station and the oldest 
result will be popped out from List Manager.  
 
A worst case scenario occurs when the keyword used by subscriber is not found in List 
Manager of that base station as well as in Meta Database. This will not occur normally as 
Meta Database has compound keywords. MSC-SEC Integrator launches a component called 
Agency in worst case scenario. Agency is an application which can directly probe all the 
databases under a particular base station. If it finds any information about that keyword, it 
retrieves the result set and returns in Agency Cache. If it is still not able to find a hot spot 
regarding the keyword, it handovers the keyword to a database allocated for neighbourhood 
base station in Meta Database. The result sets that are returned in Agency cache are also 
added to respective database in Meta Database. This is because it is easier in the future to 
find the hotspots regarding those keywords without using Agency as it is a tedious process. 
As we are aware of MSC-SEC Integrator and SEC of architecture provided in figure 6, it is 
mush easier to explain the architecture now. The following section explains the architecture 
briefly.  
 

3.5 IMPLEMENTATING CONCEPT OF 

ARCHITECTURE FOR MOBILE LOCAL 

INFORMATION SEARCH 
 

It is evident that a Base Station Controller (BSC) can able to control few cells in a cellular 
system [27]. The architecture shown in figure 6 consists of few cells under a Base Station 
Controller. Each cell has certain number of wireless connected retailers’ databases and they 
can be alternatively called as hotspots. In the same way a number of mobile phones are also 
shown under each cell in figure 6. MSC can control certain number of BSCs and it is the 
interface between BSC and HLR [27]. The location register with in the same MSC is known 
as HLR and that of another MSC is known as VLR to the current MSC [27].  In the 
architecture if MSC wants to probe a mobile phone, it requests BSC. BSC will create a 
session between MSC and mobile phone by checking the mobile user’s credits with the help 
of HLR [27]. HLR is a database that permanently keeps information about the mobile user 
profile under the same MSC while VLR is a database that temporarily keeps a part of mobile 
user profile [27]. A common or dedicated channel is allocated for a type of service [27]. In 
the same way, a channel is allocated for mobile local information search service.  
 
MSC can also connect to other networks such as m-service environment, Internet [27]. In the 
same way MSC also connects to MSC-SEC Integrator which is a middleware technology to 
interact with MSC. The middleware technology is suggested to be J2ME or .Net Framework 
as they are most reliable environments in recent days. When subscribers request for mobile 
local information search service, the channel allocated for that specific service is used to 
transmit text based data from subscriber (mobile phone) to MSC and MSC to subscriber via 
BSC just as in the case of SMS. MSC interacts with MSC-SEC Integrator/Crawler and 
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provides service to the subscribers by the help of HLR. In this case, HLR is involved to 
check the mobile subscriber’s profile and credit information which should be sufficient to 
use mobile local information search service. When MSC interacts with MSC-SEC Integrator, 
the search algorithm embedded in MSC-SEC Integrator is executed and accordingly MSC 
will probe the respective retailers’ databases with the help of BSC using the concept of 
Wireless LAN and Cellular integration [5, 7]. The integration of cellular systems and hot 
spots occur by using tunnelling process in 3G All-IP architecture concept [7] and cellular 
and WLAN convergence explained in [5]. It is now evident that cellular systems and WLAN 
convergence is possible in present days. In this way, MSC can receive specific hotspot 
information and submit to MSC-SEC Integrator which in turn controls SEC. The 
responsibility of SEC is explained in the previous section 3.4. The architecture as a whole 
leads to managing and providing efficient results to mobile subscribers.  

3.6 WORKING OF ARCHITECTURE USING 

ARCHITECTURE PATTERN 
 

An architecture pattern and identifiable tactics can be used to achieve specific quality to the 
architecture [28]. In the architecture, the author has been driven towards synchronization 
problem and saving channel capacity usage.  The architecture pattern used for architecture 
design is layered pattern. Layered pattern tends to bring portability to a system, possibly at 
the expense of performance [28]. The main component in the architecture is SEC, and this 
component in figure 7 is a picture of a system partitioned into layers of modules.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: UML of layered architecture pattern that utilizes tactics to achieve 

channel capacity usage 
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The UML diagram for architecture pattern that utilizes tactics to achieve saving channel 
capacity usage is shown in figure 10. Synchronization behavior is already achieved by 
removing the problem of replicating the cellular operator’s database with retailers’ 
databases. In fact, there will not be any specific database of results at the operator, except 
some dynamic schedulers. The architecture also has filter behavior according to layered 
pattern principles. Filter behavior in the architecture can be observed in SEC where one layer 
handovers the keyword to other layer if the first layer has nothing to do with the provided 
keyword. Working of the proposed architecture according to the architecture pattern can be 
briefly explained as follows. 
 
The user interface requests cellular operator for mobile local information search service 
primarily. MSC receives his request via BSC and checks the respective mobile user’s profile 
in HLR. If the mobile subscriber has sufficient credit to use the service, MSC will transfer 
his query to MSC-SEC Integrator which has an algorithm to produce search results or to 
inform MSC to probe certain number of hot spots. Channel capacity usage tactics start here 
onwards. The control always moves towards low channel capacity usage initially where a 
List Manager can solve the query. In low channel capacity usage, the key word is passed 
from MSC-SEC Integrator to List Manager to search the results that are recently stored in a 
stack by dynamic scheduling. If List Manager can not handle the query submitted by MSC-
SEC Integrator, MSC-SEC Integrator moves control to intermediate channel capacity usage 
and control goes to Meta Database in SEC. If Meta Database can not handle the query, 
MSC-SEC Integrator again handover the query to high channel capacity usage that consumes 
high channel bandwidth which occurs rarely in the proposed architecture. Agency will take 
care of the query in high channel capacity usage. In worst case scenario (if agency can not 
handle the query), the request moves to low channel capacity usage of the neighborhood base 
station where List Manager of that particular base station will undertake the query. The worst 
case scenario will occur, only if the information requested by mobile subscriber is not 
available with in the mobile’s geographical position. So we can expect this situation very 
rarely. Now the architecture can be submitted to an evaluation team where it is evaluated and 
tested for its quality by using a specific architecture evaluation process in the next chapter.  

 

3.7 SUMMARY 
 
The architecture requirements in business perspective as well as academic perspective are 
briefly presented in this chapter. The research towards solving synchronization problem and 
channel capacity usage of the existing search service architectures motivated the author to 
propose architecture for mobile local information search using WLAN and Cellular 
integration aspects and presented with explanation analyzing all possible scenarios. The 
components of the architecture are elaborated individually and facilitated understandability 
to the technical readers.   New components such as MSC-SEC Integrator or Crawler and 
SEC are brought to the architecture to address the problem of synchronization. Working of 
architecture is explained using layered architecture pattern that utilizes tactics to achieve 
channel capacity usage with the proposed architecture. 
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4 ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION 
 
Architecture evaluation tells us the important properties of the system itself by analyzing it 
well. These important properties can also be known even if the system does not exist yet in 
real. Some of the architecture properties could only be evaluated after building architecture 
in practice. Architects make design decisions because of the effects they will have on the 
systems they are building with the direction of current process of stream, and these effects 
are known and predictable [28].  Architectural tactics and patterns bring out known 
properties to the systems in which they are used. Hence, the design choices of architectures 
are analyzable [28]. Assessing the architecture with an effective technique before it becomes 
the accepted blueprint of project, which is of great economic value [28]. ATAM 
(Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) is a repeatable, structured method of architecture 
evaluation that can provide relatively a low-cost risk mitigation capability [28]. The main 
reason behind the author has chosen ATAM for architecture evaluation is that ATAM is 
appropriate when we evaluate architecture based on business goals, quality attributes and 
functional requirements. The architecture for Mobile local Information Search has its own 
business goals, constraints, quality attributes and functional requirements which is exactly 
suitable to be evaluated by ATAM. By using ATAM, the evaluation team confirms whether 
the proposed architecture is the right one or not. The author has also chosen ATAM to verify 
the correctness of his architecture.  
 

4.1 BENEFITS OF EVALUATING ARCHITECTURE 
 
Evaluating architecture and its quality attributes in early stages of architecture life cycle are 
almost always cost-effective rather than evaluating in final stage. The problems found can be 
easily corrected in the initial stages by making a change to requirement, specification, or 
design that is necessary [28]. The cost of evaluation can be measured in staff-days which 
means that the staff time required by the participants [28]. Inspecting the architecture holds 
financial benefits by evaluating architecture in early phases. This can be observed with the 
statistics maintained by AT&T organization and they reported that, when 70 staff-days were 
given for architecture evaluation, it compensated a pay for 700 staff-days or longer the 
review after the architecture is developed [28]. Architecture evaluation also facilitates early 
detection of problems with the existing architecture, validation of requirements and 
improved architectures there onwards [28].  The following sections briefly explain ATAM 
and evaluation of proposed architecture. 
 

4.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ATAM 
 
ATAM is an architecture evaluation method that is based on questioning techniques. These 
questioning techniques rely on thought experiments to find out how well the architecture is 
suited to its task. Questioning techniques may involve qualitative methodology and some 
sort of quantitative methodology [28]. The quantitative methodology that can be used in 
ATAM could be measuring techniques of quality attributes of the architecture. Quantitative 
measuring techniques have the disadvantage that they can only be applied in the presence of 
working artifact [28]. ATAM reveals how well the architecture satisfies particular quality 
goals, and provides insight into how quality goals interact (tradeoff among them).  
 
In architecture evaluation using ATAM, the participants are the evaluation team, project 
decision makers, and architecture stakeholders [28]. The outputs of an ATAM based 
evaluation include a concise presentation of the architecture, articulation of the business 
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goals, quality requirements in terms of a collection of scenarios, mapping of architectural 
decisions to quality requirements, a set of identified sensitivity and tradeoff points, a set of 
risks and non-risks and a set of risk themes [28]. The ATAM consists of phase 0 where the 
evaluation team leadership and the key project decision makers informally meet to work out 
details of the exercise. Phase 1 and phase 2 are the evaluation phases, where everyone gets 
down to the business of analysis. Finally, phase 3 is follow-up where the evaluation team 
produces and delivers a written final report. There are nine steps in which steps 1 through 6 
are carried out in phase 1 and steps 7 through 9 are carried out in phase 2 with all 
stakeholders present [28]. The next section presents evaluation of the proposed architecture 
in steps by using ATAM. Contents of each step are presented along with the evaluation.  
 

4.3 ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION USING ATAM 
 
Evaluation of proposed architecture continues from phase 0 through phase 3 by using 
ATAM. In phase 0, the architects briefly describe about the proposed architecture to 
evaluation team so that the team can be supplemented by people who possess the 
approximate expertise. As the architecture has already been explained by the author in 
chapter 3, the evaluation team can continue to evaluation phases, phase 1 and phase 2 in this 
case. The evaluation team includes cellular operator, business parties (retailers as well as 
individuals), and mobile users in case of proposed architecture. The author himself is 
supposed to be an evaluation team and conducted architecture evaluation. The following sub-
sections clearly explain phase 1 through phase 3 in steps. 
 

4.3.1 PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2: EVALUATION PHASES 
 

Evaluation phases of ATAM are carried out from step 1 through step 6 as explained below. 
For phase 2, the architecture stakeholders (cellular operator, retailers and individuals, mobile 
subscribers) join the proceedings and analysis continues for a period of time [28]. 
 
Step 1 – Present the ATAM: In this step, the evaluation team will be provided sufficient 
knowledge of the ATAM steps in brief and the outputs of the evaluation [28]. The outputs of 
the evaluation here are to confirm the correctness of the proposed architecture, to validate the 
architecture by analyzing its quality attributes.  
 
Step 2 – Present Business Drivers: A system overview from a business perspective is 
presented in this step. The presentation should describe system’s most important functions, 
constraints, business goals related to the architecture, major stakeholders and architectural 
drivers [28]. The description of presentation in step 2 is explained in a tabular form below.  
 
 

Item 
number 

Description category Description 

1 System’s most 
important functions 

1) Presenting mobile local information search 
results to mobile subscriber 

2) Cost effective to service subscriber 
3) Avoiding out-dated results by removing 

permanent databases of service providers for 
local information search 

2 Technical 
constraints 

1) Retailers’ databases should be made wireless 
2) Cellular operator should be given access to 

wireless retailers’ databases 

3 Major stakeholders 1) cellular operator or service provider 
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2) retailers and individuals 
3) mobile subscribers 

4 Business goals 1) cost effective architecture 
2) less channel capacity usage 
3) working of architecture without Internet 
4) efficient search technique 

5 Architectural drivers 1) performance quality attributes 
2) usability of architecture 
3) security of architecture 
4) availability of architecture 
5) scalability of architecture 
6) interoperability of architecture 
7) maintainability of the system 

 

Table 1: Presenting business drivers for the proposed architecture 
Among the quality attributes performance, scalability and interoperability are identified as 
high priority. Usability, security, availability and maintainability are also identified, but of 
some what lower priority because cellular system itself consists of these quality attributes 
and they are also being used in the proposed architecture. 
  
Step 3 – Present architecture: This step presents key insights of the architecture that are 
emerged during evaluation team’s interaction with the architect [28]. The key insights of the 
proposed architecture are presented as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Layered view of Mobile Local Information Search (MLIS) 

architecture in the architect's informal notation 
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• There are two major systems in mobile local information search architecture that has 
been proposed by the author namely, MSC-SEC Integrator/Crawler where decision 
support system is located. Decisions are made by MSC-SEC Integrator when user 
requests for search service. The other major system is SEC, where decisions made 
by MSC-SEC Integrator are executed according to search algorithm embedded in 
MSC-SEC Integrator. 

• The architecture is proposed to solve the problem of synchronization and to achieve 
efficient result set that contain updated results. 

• The architecture is also proposed to achieve efficient channel capacity by consuming 
low channel capacity. 

• Mobile Local Information Search (MLIS) is based on dynamic data management by 
using dynamic schedulers. 

• MLIS relies heavily on cellular system’s integration with Wireless LAN. 
 

Figure 11 shows layered view of MLIS during step 3. Evaluators ask different questions 
about the inconsistencies and new components in the figure to understand the architecture 
better from the architect’s information notation. Expected run-time views that legitimate and 
carry information are shown in the figure. With the layered view of MLIS and data flow 
architectural view from figures 11 and 12 respectively, the inconsistencies and quality 
attributes can be drawn to carry out the analysis steps of the ATAM evaluation. 
 
Step 4 – Catalog Architectural Approaches: The evaluation team should list the 
architectural approaches they have understood from their pre-evaluation review of the 
documentation [28]. The approaches that the evaluation team learnt through the 
documentation of Mobile Local Information Search architecture are shown in tabular form 
below. 
 

S.No Approach Description 

1 Layered Pattern The author has used a layered pattern as the controls follow in a 
layered format shown in figure 10, UML of Layered pattern that 
can explicitly shows the tactics that are used. The layered view of 
MLIS drawn by the evaluation team in figure 11 also reveals the 
reason for choosing layered pattern.  

2 Client-Server 
Transaction 
Processing 

MSC is the only communication component that can interact with 
HLR to check the credit details of mobile subscribers and 
authenticate the subscriber to use mobile local information search 
service. Client-Server Transaction Processing can completely 
taken care by MSC which is done by a simple request from MSC-
SEC Integrator. 

3 Optimized 
Database 

Management 

The data from Meta Database is used when necessary. Sometimes 
only a part of the data is being shared with the subscriber upon 
single request. 

 

Table 2: Description of architectural approaches of Mobile Local Information 

Search 
 
Step 5 – Generate Quality Attribute Utility Tree: A table showing the utility tree will be 
generated in step 5 which consists of all the quality attributes identified during step 2 and 
that each is refined into one or more specific meanings [28]. Layered view in figure 11 and 
data flow architectural view of MLIS that is shown in figure 12 can make architecture 
evaluation team understand the need of quality attributes and inconsistencies of the 
architecture that has been proposed. Scenarios are drawn for each quality attribute 
refinements that can explain inconsistencies clearly. Sometimes, there may not be any 
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refinements associated with some quality attributes. This is due to the fact that people are 
sometimes able to think of a reasonable refinement for a quality attribute, but when pressed 
to instantiate it in the context of their own system, discover that it does not really apply [28]. 
Following figure shows data flow architectural view of the MLIS. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Data Flow architectural view of Mobile Local Information Search 
 
Data flow architectural view of Mobile Local Information Search is shown in figure 12. 
Batch 1 tasks in the figure represent set of tasks that has to be done when decision support 
system is executing in run-time. Batch 2 tasks in the figure 12 represent the client-server 
transaction process and new hotspot identification. Data flow architecture clearly depicts the 
data flow among the components of Mobile Local Information Search architecture. A utility 
tree is drawn by analyzing figure 11 and figure 12 and shown in the following table. 
 
  

S.No Quality 
Attribute 

Attribute 
Refinement 

Scenarios 

1 Performance Channel Capacity 
Consumed 

 
 
 
 

Low channel capacity consuming technique 
is used for frequently requested search 
keywords in search algorithm (H, H). 
 
Intermediate channel capacity consuming 
technique is used for the keywords which are 
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Synchronization 
 
 
 
 

Response Time 
 
 
 

Accuracy of Result 
Set 
 
 

Efficient Database 
Management 

not solved by low channel capacity 
technique (H, H). 
 
High channel capacity is used only in worst 
case scenario (H, H). 
 
Synchronization has been achieved by the 
architecture by maintaining dynamic 
database management at service provider  
(H, H). 
 
Response time depends upon the quality of 
search algorithm (faster when low channel 
capacity is consumed for service) (H, M). 
 
Accuracy of Result set is achieved by 
maintaining keyword related hotspot 
database in Meta Database of SEC (H, H). 
 
Database entities are used efficiently where 
necessary and part of the data is retrieved 
upon request with out searching for 
unnecessary data entities (H, M). 

2 Scalability Problem Growing 
 
 
 
 

Cost Effectiveness 
–with increasing 
Subscribers 

This is maintained by tactics that are used to 
consume low, intermediate and high channel 
capacity as the problem size grows (H, H). 
 
 
As more similar channels are allocated to 
number of subscribers, cost per subscriber 
decreases as the number grows. Here 
number of channels is equal to that of 
number of subscribers (H, M). 

3 Interoperability Managing with 
different Service 

Providers 

The architecture is similar for all the service 
providers or cellular operators. Using search 
algorithm and improving integration aspects 
are up to the service providers. The research 
may change the components’ responsibilities 
as the profit from this service increases     
(H, L). 

4 Security Subscription 
Security 

 
 
 
 

Integrity 

Subscription security is in hands of cellular 
operator. This is because MSC can check the 
subscriber’s credit details and provide 
service. Subscribers can not just avoid 
paying the service charges (H, L). 
 
Cellular centric operations are available and 
unauthorized controllers are restricted by 
MSC as in the case of sending SMS or voice 
calls. Operator has the ability to control all 
the events (M, L). 

5 Usability Proficiency in 
using the service 

 
 

The service can be used by subscribers who 
are able to send SMS or read received SMS 
(M, L). 
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Normal operations Operations at user interface are normal and 
can be controlled by the subscribers 
themselves just like they normally navigate 
(L, L).  

6 Maintainability Database changes 
 
 
 
 
 

Hotspot updates 
 
 
 
 

Geographical 
position change 

Changes in wireless retailers’ databases can 
be controlled by retailers themselves 
(changing prices of products, adding new 
products and removing out-dated products) 
(M, L). 
 
New hotspots are identified by the 
architecture search algorithm and added to 
Meta Database with its associated keyword 
categories (compound keywords) (M, M). 
 
When subscribers move their geographical 
position when using the service, hands-off 
occur among base stations just as they do in 
case of voice calls. The nearest base station 
database results will be displayed to the 
subscribers (H, L). 

7 Availability  The given architecture supports subscribers 
24/7 access to mobile local information 
search service as base station signaling is 
always on (M, L).  

 

Table 3: Tabular form of the Utility Tree for the Mobile Local Information 

Search Service ATAM Evaluation 
 
Response time here is dependent on search algorithm present in MSC-SEC Integrator. It can 
be explained as below, 
 
If search result is found in Low Channel Capacity Usage technique, 
Response Time = Search Request Time + Low Channel Capacity Usage Search Time  
  (LCCUST) +  Result Delivery Time 
Else if search result is found in Intermediate Channel Capacity Usage technique, 
Response Time = Search Request Time + Intermediate Channel Capacity Usage Search  
  Time (LCCUST +Extra Time (X)) + Result Delivery Time 
Else Response Time = Search Request Time + High Channel Capacity Usage Search Time 
  (LCCUST + X + Extra Time (Y)) + Result Delivery Time 
Where Search Request Time = Time to Send an SMS to MSC  
And Result Delivery Time = Time to Receive an SMS from MSC 
 
We can say that, Time to Send an SMS to MSC = Time to Receive and SMS from MSC = 
   Half of SMS Time (assumed), which implies 
that, Search Request Time + Result Delivery Time = SMS Time 
 
Each scenario is ranked according to the following questions and assigned a pair according 
to the answers as shown in the table 3. The questions considered are: 

1) How important the scenario of quality attribute is?  
2) How difficult to achieve the scenario?  

The questions are answered with in High, Medium and Low levels H, M, and L respectively. 
Both questions are considered for each scenario and formed a pair for each scenario as 
shown in the table 3.  
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Step 6 – Analyze Architectural Approaches: The utility tree produced scenarios that are 
ranked according to evaluation team analysis in table 3. We can see the pairs (H, H), (H, M), 
(M, M), (M, L), (H, L), and (L, L) with the specified scenarios of utility tree in table 3. The 
scenarios with (H, H), which means the scenario has high importance and very difficult to be 
satisfied. The points with (H, H) and (H, M) are considered risks by the evaluation team. The 
points with (H, L), (M, L) and (L, L) are considered non-risks in this case. There are trade 
offs found in the system. They are namely cost-effectiveness with increasing subscribers, 
interoperability, subscription security, integrity, geographical position change of subscriber, 
and availability. So totally the evaluation team found 9 risks, 9 non-risks and 6 tradeoffs in 
step 6. The phase 1 evaluation ends here and evaluation team proceeds to phase 2 evaluation 
steps where all the stakeholders are present (evaluation team it self considered that it 
includes all the stakeholders). 
 
Step 7 – Brainstorm and Prioritize Scenarios: This is the beginning of phase 2 evaluation 
where all the stakeholders contribute by presenting a number of scenarios. All the scenarios 
presented in this step are prioritized according to their importance in this step. Since it is 
difficult to accumulate all the scenarios by stakeholders with the architecture proposed until 
it is implemented in reality, the scenarios analyzed by the evaluation team are prioritized and 
presented in a tabular form.  
 

Priority 
No. 

Scenario Satisfied 
by design? 

1 Synchronization has been achieved by the architecture by 
maintaining dynamic database management at service provider (H, 
H). 

YES 

2 Accuracy of Result set is achieved by maintaining keyword related 
hotspot database in Meta Database of SEC (H, H). 

YES 

3 Low channel capacity consuming technique is used for frequently 
requested search keywords in search algorithm (H, H). 
 

YES 

4 Intermediate channel capacity consuming technique is used for the 
keywords which are not solved by low channel capacity technique 
(H, H). 
 

YES 

5 High channel capacity is used only in worst case scenario (H, H). 
 

YES 

6 Scalability is maintained by tactics that are used to consume low, 
intermediate and high channel capacity as the problem size grows 
(H, H). 

YES 

7 As similar channels are allocated to number of subscribers, cost per 
subscriber decreases as the number grows. Here number of channels 
is equal to that of number of subscribers (H, M). 

YES 

8 Response time depends upon the quality of search algorithm (faster 
when low channel capacity is consumed for service) (H, M). 

YES 

9 Database entities are used efficiently where necessary and part of 
the data is retrieved upon request with out searching for unnecessary 
data entities (H, M). 

YES 

10 Subscription security is in hands of cellular operator. This is because 
MSC can check the subscriber’s credit details and provide service. 
Subscribers can not just avoid paying the service charges (H, L). 

NO 

11 The architecture is similar for all the service providers or cellular 
operators. Using search algorithm and improving integration aspects 
are up to the service providers. The research may change the 

YES 
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components’ responsibilities as the profit from this service increases     
(H, L). 

12 New hotspots are identified by the architecture search algorithm and 
added to Meta Database with its associated keyword categories 
(compound keywords) (M, M). 

YES 

13 When subscribers move their geographical position when using the 
service, hands-off occur among base stations just as they do in case 
of voice calls. The nearest base station database results will be 
displayed to the subscribers (H, L). 

NO 

14 Changes in wireless retailers’ databases can be controlled by 
retailers themselves (change prices of products, adding new 
products and removing out-dated products) (M, L). 

YES 

15 Cellular centric operations are available and unauthorized 
controllers are restricted by MSC as in the case of sending SMS or 
voice calls. Operator has the ability to control all the events (M, L). 

NO 

16 The service can be used by subscribers who are able to send SMS or 
read received SMS (M, L). 

YES 

17 The given architecture supports subscribers 24/7 access to mobile 
local information search service as base station signaling is always 
on (M, L).  

YES 

18 Operations at user interface are normal and can be controlled by the 
subscribers themselves just like they normally navigate (L, L). 

NO 

 

Table 4: Brainstormed scenarios prioritized by the evaluation team 
 
Step 8 – Analyze Architectural Patterns: 9 out of 9 risks found in step 6 are satisfied by 
the proposed architecture from data prioritized in table 4 by evaluation team in step 7. There 
are few scenarios that are considered non-risks are not satisfied by the proposed architecture. 
Even though, some are not satisfied by looking at the table 4, cellular system architecture 
itself has the ability to satisfy those scenarios. So, they may not be considered as negative 
points to the architecture. The author has not satisfied those scenarios as they have already 
been satisfied by the cellular system architecture. The architecture is considered as consistent 
as most of the risks have been satisfied by the proposed architecture.  
 
Step 9 – Present Results: In this step, the results of all the above 8 steps of ATAM are 
summarized to be convenient to all the stakeholders as well as the architect [28]. The results 
are summarized in a separate section as an accessory to step 9.  

4.3.2 RESULTS OF EVALUATION USING ATAM 
 

Evaluation of Mobile Local Information Search (MLIS) has been applied to confirm the 
correctness of proposed architecture and validate it by analyzing its quality attributes. The 
system’s most important functions, technical constraints, major stakeholders and business 
goals are identified. The business goals of MLIS have been identified as, proposing an 
architecture that is cost effective, using less channel capacity for the service, making the 
local search service independent of Internet, and using efficient search technique. The 
quality attributes that have been identified from the layered view of MLIS and data flow 
view of MLIS are performance, usability, security, availability, scalability, interoperability 
and maintainability. A layered pattern is used to design the architecture. Client-Server 
transaction processing occurs when user interface requests the service. MSC is the decision 
maker of Client-Server transaction and decides which user should be provided the service. 
Remaining decision support system of the service lies in MSC-SEC Integrator. Optimized 
database management is maintained by the proposed architecture. 
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Table of utility tree produced by evaluation team ranked the scenarios and checked for 
whether those scenarios have been satisfied with the proposed architecture properly or not. 
Ranking of scenarios is based on two questions that have been identified in step 5 of 
evaluation phases. Both questions have been answered for each scenario and presented in 
table 3. The evaluation team found 9 risks, 9 non-risks and 6 tradeoffs. The scenarios have 
been prioritized by the evaluation team where all the stakeholders are present. 9 out of 9 
risks identified in step 6 have been satisfied with the proposed architecture according to 
ATAM, which confirms the consistency of the architecture.  
 

4.3.3 COST EFFECTIVENESS: 
  

The cost on each subscriber in a cell has been estimated by the evaluation team for the 
proposed architecture. The architecture is checked for its cost effectiveness when number of 
subscribers is increasing in a cell. Cost on each subscriber in a cell is formulated as follows: 
 

Cost on a Single Subscriber = 
[ ]
NoSpC

ACIAIHCCCpLCCTNoCApC +
 

 
Where,  
TNoCApC = Total No. of Channels Allocated per Cell 
NoSpC       = No. of Subscribers per Cell 
CpLCC      = Cost per Low Capacity Channel 
ACIAIHCC= Additional Cost Incurred Accessing Intermediate and High Capacity Channels 
 
It is evident that increasing number of subscribers using the service decreases cost on a 
single subscriber. Additional Cost Incurred Accessing Intermediate and High Capacity 
Channels (ACIAIHCC) is zero when the result set requested by the mobile subscriber is 
found with low capacity channel technique. The service is found to be cost-effective for a 
large group of subscribers and the author has also chosen a large group of mobile phone 
users.  

4.4 SUMMARY 
 
The architecture is conceptually evaluated for the specific challenges provided by the author 
in chapter 1. The proposed architecture addresses synchronization problems and channel 
capacity usage problems effectively. The service is cellular-centric or operator oriented and 
retailer can relax on the other end by giving the authority to cellular operator to access 
wireless connected retailer’s database as the aim of maintaining retailer’s database is to make 
it available to their customers. The architecture produces a cost effective solution for mobile 
local information search using the integration aspects. The retailers’ databases are self 
configurable and manageable by the retailers. ATAM proves that the architecture has 
consistency over the specified challenges and the challenges are addressed effectively. 
Evaluation team also confirms by producing a formula for cost on each subscriber in a cell 
and confirms the cost-effectiveness of the proposed architecture. 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Mobile local information search services are among the most profitable applications for 
business bodies (cellular operators and retailers) as well as mobile subscribers. Increased e-
commerce opportunities are driving mobile search towards mobile local search. Mobile e-
commerce is expected to surpass fixed Internet e-commerce very soon. Retailers are looking 
at mobile local information search as a way to drive their e-commerce by providing services 
to mobile users with the help of cellular operators. The author has presented mobile local 
information search in a different perspective by using integration aspects of Wireless LAN 
with cellular systems. The research community is focusing strongly on solving 
synchronization problems in mobile local search services. The author aimed at addressing 
this problem by providing a basic architecture that can be implemented by using integration 
aspects. The main aim of this thesis work can be achieved by identifying certain objectives 
and research questions. In this chapter, the author accumulates the answers to the research 
questions and they are presented in sub-sections. Finally, the author concludes the chapter by 
explaining unaddressed research gaps in the current thesis as future work. The aim and 
objectives along with the research questions are listed below before proceeding further.  

5.1 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
The main aim of this research is to propose architecture for mobile local information search 
focusing on Wireless LAN and cellular network integration. The objectives that are to be 
fulfilled to achieve this aim are: 
 

• Identifying the requirements for mobile local information search services 

• Identifying suitable wireless technology that converge with cellular networks 

• Discussing about search data routing table maintained by cellular operator to make 
the search deterministic 

• Detailing session management (convergence) aspects between the cellular network 
and Wireless LAN 

• Proposing an architecture  for mobile local information search  

• Validating the proposed architecture addressing the identified requirements 
 

5.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

The following are the research questions that need to be addressed during thesis. 

 

1) What are the basic requirements for mobile local information search services? 
2) How can mobile e-commerce opportunities be improved for cellular operators as 

well as business sectors with the proposed architecture? 
3) How can a cellular system route search request to information databases to fetch 

results? 
4) Does the proposed architecture satisfy all the identified requirements of mobile local 

information search services? 
5) Does the proposed architecture theoretically and conceptually prove viable for its 

implementation? 
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5.3 ADDRESSING RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND 

OBJECTIVES 
 
The following section addresses the sections of the report where the research questions are 
addressed. Also the chapters and sections that explain the objectives are discussed. 

5.3.1 RQ (1): WHAT ARE THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MOBILE LOCAL INFORMATION SEARCH SERVICES? 
 

The mobile phone users are increasing every day and mobiles phones becoming part of every 
day human life it is really profitable from the operator’s perspective to deliver search 
services over a mobile phone rather than any other fixed computer. However the existing 
mobile search architectures and the cellular network structure would be inefficient delivering 
such services. The basic requirements of mobile local information search architecture are 
identified in business perspective as well as academic perspective in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 
The requirements identified in business perspective are achieving effective search result set, 
getting cost-effective service, making mobile local information search as service oriented 
and operator centric. The requirements identified in academic perspective are based on 
search time, search algorithm, search data structures, robustness, ease of attachment and 
accountability. However, there are some technical requirements that are not specified in 
chapter 3, but satisfied by the architecture. The technical requirements would be making 
retailers’ databases wireless and using a mobile client application using J2ME or .Net 
framework to access the service by mobile subscribers. 
 

5.3.2 RQ (2): HOW CAN MOBILE E-COMMERCE 
OPPORTUNITIES BE IMPROVED FOR CELLULAR 
OPERATORS AS WELL AS BUSINESS SECTORS WITH 
THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE? 
 

As explained in chapter 2 section 2.3.4, there are many advantages by mobile local 
information search services such as retailers and business bodies are providing mobile 
services to their mobile users even when they are not at their fixed computers, and driving 
their e-commerce successfully. Already increased e-commerce opportunities by retailers and 
service providers are attracting other business bodies into mobile proximity based search. 
Section 2.3.3 explains the demand for proximity based search with its abilities in the mobile 
world. In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the author explained suitability of mobile devices to 
nomadic users and movement from internet search to mobile search respectively. The author 
has also explained the e-commerce opportunities to retailers and business bodies in 
background section 1.2 of chapter 1. 
 

5.3.3 RQ (3): HOW CAN A CELLULAR SYSTEM ROUTE 
SEARCH REQUEST TO INFORMATION DATABASES TO 
FETCH RESULTS? 

 
The search request by mobile subscriber is received by MSC and confirms the user profile to 
use the search service. If the user has the authorization or sufficient funds to access the 
service, MSC will route search request to MSC-SEC Integrator or Crawler where search 
algorithm exists. Routing to the appropriate database will be taken care by the MSC-SEC 
Integrator. Section 3.3 explains the responsibilities of MSC-SEC Integrator. Section 3.5 
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elucidates how the concept of architecture for mobile local information search could be 
implemented. In section 3.6, the author gives a clear idea of how the request is routed to an 
appropriate database by showing UML of layered architecture pattern in figure 10 that 
utilizes tactics to achieve channel capacity usage. The layered view of MLIS in figure 11 and 
data flow architectural view of MLIS in figure 12 explains routing the search request to 
information databases. 
 

5.3.4  RQ (4): DOES THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE SATISFY 
ALL THE IDENTIFIED REQUIREMENTS OF MOBILE 
LOCAL INFORMATION SEARCH SERVICES? 

 
The proposed architecture has been designed by the author to satisfy all the identified 
requirements of Mobile Local Information Search. The architecture of MLIS is evaluated 
using ATAM (Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method) in chapter 4 to check whether all the 
identified requirements have been satisfied or not. Many scenarios have been identified in 
evaluation step 5 and explained by utility tree in table 3. The scenarios are ranked and 
checked against the architecture. 9 risks were found and all of them have been satisfied by 
the architecture which means that the architecture has satisfied the requirements identified. 
The scenarios that have been drawn according to the requirements as well as quality 
attributes help us checking the ability of the proposed architecture. 
 

5.3.5 RQ (5): DOES THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE PROVE 
THEORITICALLY AND CONCEPTUALLY VIABLE FOR 
ITS IMPLEMENTATION? 

 
Viability of the proposed architecture has been tested by applying a popular and successful 
evaluation method called ATAM. The evaluation of MLIS architecture has been held by the 
evaluation team in section 4.3.1 successfully. Evaluation has been exactly done according to 
the phases and steps in ATAM. A utility tree has been produced by the evaluation team 
based on the architecture requirements and analysed during steps 6 through 8. The result 
section 4.3.2 confirms the consistency of the architecture by removing the risks and 
satisfying the research gaps found earlier in chapter 1. Cost on each subscriber of mobile 
local information search service has been formulated under section 4.3.3 and confirms cost-
effectiveness of the architecture of MLIS. Hence the architecture has conceptually proved its 
viability. 
 

5.4 FUTURE WORK 
 
The proposed architecture satisfies all the requirements and can form an efficient solution for 
synchronization problems and effective result set achievement. However there are certain 
boundaries for the work such as making the retailers’ databases wireless, using middleware 
technology at MSC to start session with MSC-SEC integrator, and installing suitable client 
application (for example J2ME) in mobiles to communicate with the m-service. The 
proposed architecture may be evaluated much perfectly when the architecture is 
implemented in real. There are many e-commerce opportunities with the new service 
provided by cellular operators by not using many extra components. The existing 
technologies are used in the proposed architecture and working of MSC-SEC Integrator or 
Crawler has been changed slightly than the normal crawler of internet search.  
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The proposed architecture has been evaluated by the evaluation team using ATAM which is 
a theoretical technique. First of all, a prototype implementation for mobile local information 
search architecture would be considered as a good future work. In future, the author will try 
to implement the proposed architecture and evaluate whether the proposed architecture 
fulfils all the architectural drivers. This will also facilitate to compare the results obtained 
from ATAM applied before implementation with results after implementation. Hence, the 
consistency of the architecture can be verified resulting architecture would be more valuable. 
Finding more quality attributes from mobile services application and incorporates these 
attributes with the proposed architecture. This will result in more effective and efficient 
architecture for mobile local information search services. A future work would be making 
the architecture of MLIS global, which means that individuals can also make their databases 
wireless such that they can store share some information with the mobile users. For example, 
an individual who stores information about selling his car in his own wireless database can 
be made available to all the mobile subscribers and the one who finds interesting can buy the 
car. A case study would be more effective to find the remaining defects in the implemented 
architecture which helps in improving the architecture. 
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